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to be thinking out of
I hope you get the picture that you have
one framework or the other as a believer. A nonbeliever has to think like
tne
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To become mature sgllual women we+eed resistance to the world
system, not getting conformed, ability-fo analyze and refute, i.e.
encounter, understand, and refute.
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The crucial importance of our mental focus can not be overemphasized
(Rom. 8:1-8;Col. 3:3; Phil. 4:8).
(Prov. 23:7) "As a manlor woman thinks in hie/her heart so is he./she"
all begins in the mind - actions.
EMMPLE: Mental stew: old tennis shoe, will it be good?
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ls it so hard then to understand tha&.if we fill our minds witn$tn or
Qeffish desiresBdeful thoughts, olsPrrtr of all kinds that will flavor very
much our ?ttitudes and our actions. We can't always escape the world's
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ofGod.

You need a deep understanding of $gge and your
lots of Patience and Tirne for the HS to transform your
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5:14) "senses not trained through practicq to discern good and
evil." ln Phil. 2 - use this word for the ElgILglgIErs - this keeps it
(Heb.
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UNTRANSFORMED MIND

4.

ln the area of Marriage - Philip Yancey "ln Anrerica a consumer
mentality tends to infiltrate relationships as well as comrnerce. Some
people treat marriage partners like automobiles; every few years it's
time to upgrade to a new model". Marriage - a committed lifetirne
relationship is just not understood nor believed in the western world
today. To have a transforrned mind we must see God's view of a
healthy marriage.
Leave your parents - cleave to one another and you become one
flesh, completing one another.
God created maniage and it is reflected in the foundational
structure of the church i.e. in (Eph. 'l -4) Paul shows that God plans
to work within the structure of the church to redeem the world - to
love, to save, to mature, to discipline, to teach, on and on. ln (Eph.
5) Paul defines rnaniage and the roh of each member: the male
and female. But even in this context Paul bases the marriage on
the understanding of our relationships in the
BOC - "submitting to one another in love"
Submitting to Christ as the head is c[ to our submitting to our
husbands.
The husband is to love his wife as Christ loves us unconditionally, sacrificially with an unlimited alnount of love,
never withdrawn, never conditional.
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frilibtnrt you understand and
qolL^__flat's why it is so impoftant before fnarriagdthat
Body Life in the church, it is the basic sllucture through which
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health and understanding of
=::-i\- God
your marriage is dependent on your healthy relationships in the B.O.C. -
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not vice versa.
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you learn to give and receive from one another
you minister together in the BOC
you listen to and accept the counsel of older mature believers
your love relationship with Christ deepens you are getting prepared
to experience and build a great Christian marriage, one that will last.
t, you, your
* A marriage thaAwill expres
me of reference.
@husband, youltlribren, an
you
from BOC, becoming
will not beconre tribal,
AND
self-sufficient and autonomous.
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fresh and real in our own heafts. E.g. Marriage - To have transformed
minds we must see God's view of a healthy marriage. These are the
things to have before you get married. You need to understand and
experience Body Life in the church. We root this theoretically and
theologically in the New Testament. l.e. marriage is not the fundamental
unit that God has designed - it is not the foundational structure that God
is giving to work within. Rather, the foundational most redemptive
structure God has made is the Church. God plans to redeem all things
through the church (Eph. 1-4). When we get to (Eph. 5) Paul talks about
marriage relationship but even here he founds our marriage on the
understanding of our submission to one another in the Body of Christ.

Let me repeat the npst basic fundamental structure God has
placed here on earth is the church not marriage. Stated another way:
the health of your marriage is dependent on your healthy relationships in
the Body, not vice-versa! This is not understood in western churches.
This is why an understanding and experience of Body Life is imperative for
a healthy marriage - a couple that has learned to give and receive from
the Body is miles ahead as far as their marriage goes. Because of your
backgrounds you just don't believe this. You may even be living in a
ministry house and be learning to relate in the Body. But then you get
married, and we just don't see you any more. This is not because you are
working on your marriage, it's because you don't believe that the health
of your marriage depends upon your taking your life from the Body of
Christ not each other. Actually your spiritual life goes downhill. The sad
thing about this is 5 years (or less) down the road you'll be miserable in
your marriage wondering why.
Steps:

1.
Z.

So you need

to have a healthy understanding of Body Life - both

giving and receiving .
Listen to counsel from mature members of the Body. ln the heat of
passion objectivity is out the window. So listen t those who are
mature and get tips from them for after marriage.

Remember the health of your marriage depends upon your taking your life
from Christ and the BOC, not each other. lf you focus entirely on each
other you will be disappointed, start fighting, spiritual life will go downhill

fast.

The Result: try to salvage marriage by getting a new house, having a
baby, getting more things, going more places, working outside the home.
3-5 years down the road you'll be miserable and wondering why. You will
be prime candidates for having an affair and then divorce, or misery living
together.

